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Ogeborg –– Tiles

Ogeborg has a broad collection of carpet tiles with a wide 
range of textures and shapes that makes it possible to create 
almost any pattern or effect. Carpet tiles are suitable for 
high-traffic areas and are easy to install and exchange. Tiles 
are mainly used for office environments, but can also be 
suitable for restaurants, hotels and hallways.
 

With carpet tiles you can combine textures, colours and shapes to create your 

own textile floor. 

Tiles are easy to install and exchange, and if an area of the floor gets damaged 

you can exchange the tile without having to replace the whole floor.

We have a wide range of carpet tiles. Here we showcase a few to visualize the 

endless possibilities when using tiles in an interior.

To see all collections, visit ogeborg.se



Ogeborg –– Tiles

TEXtiles shapes

TEXtiles is a large collection that includes Elara, Frisea, Forma and Arena. You can 

choose between eight different shapes or combine them to create your own pattern. 

TEXtiles allows you to create almost any pattern or effect and mix colors and 

textures. TEXtiles is also available in a regular 50x50 cm tile. 

Crystal L / S

Diamond

Partition

Prisma

Stripe Trapez

Dart

Tripod

TEXtiles

Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Frisea.  Colour: 8G73, 9B89, 372Z.



Alaska

Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Alaska.  Colour: Wolf.

Alaska with its twelve colour tile collection is easy to combine with each other. The 

pattern structure allows the tiles to be installed in the same direction of alignment 

to create a uniform and harmonious impression.



Contura is a loop tufted tile with several patterns in a sober gray scale base with 

elements of colour. Install them in the same direction for a seamless pattern, or 

turned to create contrast.

Contura

Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Contura Creation.  Colour: 5S00.



Lateral

Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Lateral.  Colour: Soap stone.

Lateral is a collection of bevelled stripes in eighteen colours. The stripes doesn't align 

when tiled next to each other which creates an interesting surface. Lateral can be 

combined with the collections Code and Zip that share the same colour range.



Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Tivoli. Colour: Caicos azure, Key west blue.Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Tivoli. Colour: Caicos azure, Key west blue.



Grade

Ogeborg Tiles –– Collection: Grade.  Colour: Ruby.

Grade has a sober colour scale of nine colours and a distinctive gradient through 

each tile. Grade is available as both 50x50 cm tiles and 25x100 cm planks that can 

be used to create various pattern combinations.



Collections

Ogeborg has a wide range of carpet tiles, all suitable for 
high-traffic areas. Our wide range makes it easy to combine 
textures, colours and shapes to create your own textile floor. 
To see all collections, visit ogeborg.se.

Tile collections

Alaska *

Axis

Balance Echo

Code

Contura Creation/Design *

Elara

Frisea 

Forma

Grade *

Hadron

Infinity

Lateral *

Arena

Strada Design

Strada

Strands

TEXtiles *

Tivoli *

Tretford

Up & Down

Zip

*(Collections featured in the catalog)

Visit ogeborg.se for more information about our textile tile range
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